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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not
as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and
pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and
will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."

++ PPS Report--UFOS SIGHTINGS AT ALL TIME HIGH!
Play To 10:07: https://youtu.be/0r5XUvjvDbo?t=1m22s
UFO Update - The Dread of Abductions!
Play To 12:55: https://youtu.be/JNwDkoNzYEc?t=30s

++ Alien Intrusion [Official Movie Trailer] #1
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwitjY-l-ag
Alien Intrusion [Official Movie Trailer #2]
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ZxYkM7PB7U&feature=youtu.be
From: Contending for Truth Website
Sent: Thursday, August 24, 2017 2:44 PM
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Contending for Truth [#683]
Name

Charlotte

Message

Listener Question: How in the world is it possible for a
true believer and follower of the One true God to be
abducted by aliens?? I do not believe that this would
happen to a true follower of Yeshua. It would not make
sense for Him to allow us to be used and abused by
Satan like this. We have His protection.
I think there is the possibility that abductees have been
programmed to think that they have been abducted by
aliens, especially considering that the military is
involved.

Scott Johnson’s Response: I do not think the vast majority are actually born again Christians
but nominal Christians who had exposure to Christianity at some point in their life and when
the abduction process started the one thing that came into their mind was to cry out to Jesus
and the abduction process stopped dead cold. See: Alien Abduction Termination Case Files CE4 Research Testimonies
I would hope that afterward many of them became true Christians as a result of seeing the
power of God.
Dr Ted Broer Alien Agenda Insights
Play to 14:32 https://youtu.be/WrnxDhVL3ds?t=2m50s
From: Debra
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 12:21 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Update: Possible Hybrid Sighting in Australia
Hi Dr. Johnson, I just wanted to let you know about a strange sighting my husband and I had last
month at a shopping center in Townsville, Australia. As we were walking in, there was a group of
people coming our way to walk out. It was 3 normal guys with 2 very weird looking women.
The 2 women looked very much like each other except that one was blonde and one was a
brunette. They were well over 6 feet tall. They were incredibly skinny, too skinny to be normal,
their body proportions were not right at all as their legs and arms were way too long for their
bodies, their skin was extremely pale and looked like rubber. They also had a strange gate to
their walk. The guys were normal average looking men and these 2 women towered over them.
The 3 men seemed to be very comfortable being with them.
As soon as they passed by my husband and me I turned to look at him and he immediately said was
he thought those were hybrids. I looked around to see if anyone else was looking and them and

showing any signs of noticing their obvious strangeness but no one else was looking at them, which I
found quite weird as it seemed only my husband and I noticed their obvious disproportionate body
proportions and skin.
I was wondering if you have knowledge of a medical condition which would cause a human
being to look like this or if you have ever seen yourself or heard of sightings of beings which
looked like this and if so, what are they said to be. It's too bad we saw them so quickly and
had no time to react before they went by us or I would have rebuked them silently in Jesus
name to see if they shapeshifted or reacted in some way. My husband has also been seeing
and is being attacked by demons a lot more lately.
God bless, Debbie
------------------------On Thursday, March 30, 2017 4:57 AM, Scott Johnson <drjohnson@ix.netcom.com> wrote:
No I personally don't know of a medical diagnosis that could cause those conditions to that
extreme.
According to: Aliens Walk Among Us Hybridization Program 1100 Documented Abductions Dr
David Jacobs you are right on. I played a whole bunch of clips from his audio book in the last alien
study I did. Did they look like the girl here?: https://youtu.be/LY9MRBsaENg?t=2m17s True hybrids
would be 1/2 alien and 1/2 human and would stick out really bad in public but they mind control the
vast majority of the population so you don't notice them (unless you are a saved Christian who is
awake to this kind of stuff). This was probably a beta test to see how much 'they could get away with.
The men were most likely abductees that were their liaisons/sexual partners on earth and/or they
might have been what Dr. David Jacobs (cited above) are called hubrids (which is like a 1/4 alien 3/4
human so they can look normal). Hubrids are usually handlers of the human abductees and liaisons
for aliens/devils..
--------------------------------------------------------------------------From: Scott Johnson [mailto:drjohnson@ix.netcom.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2017
To: 'Debra'
Subject: RE:
See my highlighted answers below.
From: Debra
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 9:15 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: Possible hybrid sighting in Australia
Yes they did remind me of that girl but they looked even
more like an adult version of the hybrid child photo I
attached here. What also convinced us that they weren't
human was that if it had been just one, maybe we could
attribute it to some sort of abnormality and genetic defect
but they were two and looked almost identical to each
other with different hair color. Yes they were probably clones from the same paternal and
maternal sources, so they looked the same.
Another thing we found odd was that as I told you, we were the only ones in the crowded shopping
center who seemed to notice them as I immediately started looking at everyone around to see if
anyone else had noticed them and no one else appeared to have done so. To say the truth, when I
saw that no one else around had noticed them, I thought maybe it was my imagination just seeing two
very tall, anorexic, and pale women walking as more distorted than they really were. Yes this shows
the level of mind control they possess even in public places. Two of them would have been
able to multiple the mind control efforts. But right then I looked at my husband who also looked at
me at that moment and when I expressed to him that those women looked freaky, he immediately told
me that he thought they were hybrids. I was very relieved to find that he noticed it too and I asked him

what exactly he saw. He gave me the exact description I gave you of them so then I knew for sure it
wasn't my imagination. Thanks for explaining why apparently no one else noticed them.
As I told you before, my husband has been having a lot of nightly demonic encounters lately and I just
made the connection that this also started about a month ago and after that sighting. Yes 'they'
know you saw them so they are targeting you. Psalm 64 is important for your protection. I was
wondering if it could have anything to do with that. I was actually the first of us who began having
demonic encounters shortly after becoming saved 8 years ago. I also used to have a lot more
experiences and attacks than he did. However, lately he's been able to feel and see demons (which
he always commands in Jesus' name to go the abyss) many times right in front of me and I haven't
had the ability to see them or even feel their presence for quite some time now.
I was wondering if it had to do because my husband has a lot more faith than I do. Well if they feel
he is the bigger threat of the both of you, they may be targeting him more. I really think in the
end when these things are literally engaged, it will be primarily men doing this. I mean in the
Bible the men out went to war and in the promised land the men fought the giants. This is a
warrior mindset that is intrinsic in many men, but less and less with all the ways men are
being feminized (all of this is by design). I mean I am praying for the day I can literally engage
these things. Just chomping at the bit, for years. I'm a very naturally fearful person and honestly
don't have nearly as much faith as him or as I should have and lately I've become more fearful of life
in general as all this wickedness and demonic activity progresses so greatly. I was wondering if it's
this fear and lack of faith which is keeping me from being able to experience everything that my
husband is experiencing? I would again defer to the answer I just gave above. See the
attachments for many more things you can do to arm yourself though. Thank you and God
bless. Debbie
++ Giants, Super Soldiers, and the Days of Noah
Play to 13:29: https://youtu.be/Hr-eC7sxtNQ?t=14s
Secret Underground Bases - What is the Truth?
Play to 11:48: https://youtu.be/cl22yyXEJAg?t=8m20s
Corey Goode on Nordic Extraterrestrials working
with Religious Leaders for Disclosure
Warning this is coming from a New Age source:
The following answers were received from Corey
Goode on June 26 in response to questions I sent to
him about information he shared recently in an article
about the Vatican being involved in an
extraterrestrial disclosure initiative. In his
responses, he provides further details about
what he has been told by multiple sources about
ongoing events involving the Vatican, Nordic
extraterrestrials and a US Air Force run secret
space program. More recently, on June 14, the
Vatican succeeded in having a diverse collection of world religious leaders come together in
an extraordinary appeal for friendship and unity. This, as described in my June 22 article,
“World Religions Unite as Prelude to Extraterrestrial Disclosure”, is something to be
welcomed.
As such, a new cosmic religion with the Vatican and all other major religious traditions
cooperating with Nordic extraterrestrials does appear very plausible. Indeed, the very rapid
adoption of up to 90% of humanity into the new faith described by Goode appears very
possible. There would certainly be a collapse of traditional belief systems with the open

appearance of the Nordics, and the revelation of how much humanity was lied to over the last
century by the global elite.
I have to date communicated with three Information Technology experts who have
corroborated Goode’s professional IT background, and they added that he continues to be
highly regarded. In all, five IT professionals have vouched for Goode, four of whom have
provided recommendations listed in Goode’s LinkedIn account. What this information clearly
shows is that Goode was indeed a highly respected IT professional before going public in
2014 with his extraordinary whistleblower claims.
This does not prove any of Goode’s remarkable statements about secret space programs, but it does
establish his credibility as a whistleblower whose information deserves serious scrutiny. Since coming
forward, irreparable damage has been done to his prospects of working in the IT industry again. What
follows adds important information about the role of the Vatican and the U.S. Air Force in impending
disclosure initiatives involving Nordic (human looking) extraterrestrials.
Q2. What do you know of the Nordic extraterrestrials working with the religious community
and why does Ka Aree consider them “brothers and sisters in the Confederation?
Ka Aree stated that the Nordics have worked with Humanity for a very long time. They have
mostly worked quietly in the background, but do pop up in historical documents referenced as
“Angels”. They would directly interact with certain groups within the Military and Government
(including the founding fathers of the United States) as well as with various religious leaders.
They have been heavily involved in developing Humanity in a number of ways.
First they (& other races) began to manipulate our DNA to assist in the ability to use speech
and to have higher cognitive abilities. Then they developed civilization and base religions with
humanity. During this time, Humanity began another important stage of our evolution. The
Industrial and Technological Booms were assisted by a number of races including the
Nordics. From the beginning these groups were manicuring our consciousness through belief
systems and religions.
New belief systems and religions have been crafted by these groups (the Nordics in particular)
up until the present day.
Q3. What were you told about the contents of an extraterrestrial disclosure announcement in
terms of why it would become the basis for a new world religion?
After these beings are introduced, they expect the public will have a lot of questions about the ET’s.
The ET’s beliefs and knowledge of the Universe and
God would be among the top questions. At this
point these beings are expected to share a newly
crafted belief system that is based on the ET’s
true belief system. These beings will be doing
this to help Humanity from the ET perspective.
Q4. You say 90% of people will adopt the new
religion quickly. Were you told why it would
happen so quickly?
It is expected that most will question their belief
systems in the first few years of an introduction
to ET’s. Humanity will understand how little we
know and will be reaching out to these new
“friends” for assistance and answers. This sets
up a situation for the majority of people on the
planet to adopt a similar belief system that gets them away from the current division.
Q5. What do you know of such an extraterrestrial disclosure announcement being preceded
by disclosure of a Military Industrial Complex Secret Space Program?
The MIC SSP (Air Force/NSA etc…) have been preparing for the disclosure of their program. I have
not heard of them doing this in tandem with an ET announcement other than the Antarctic ruins being

disclosed along with more “Ancient Alien” artifacts around the Solar System. This narrative was
supposed to first disclose ET’s, but only that the ET’s were here thousands of years ago only.
The MIC SSP disclosure was originally going to be done among the Project Blue Beam
scenario. It has most recently been talked about in the context of revealing an ancient alien presence
in our Solar System. The meeting of the ET’s could occur after the SSP Disclosure.
Is the Vatican working with US Military Intelligence for Extraterrestrial Disclosure?
According secret space program whistleblower, Corey Goode, Pope Francis and other world
leaders have been contacted by a group of four human-looking extraterrestrial civilizations that
are encouraging them to unify as a prelude to the establishment of a new global religion.
The second development was the synchronistic June 14 release of an alleged Majestic-12 Document
describing four groups of extraterrestrials known to the military intelligence community, including one
that is human-looking and friendly. It states that formal diplomatic relations began with the
human-looking group during the Eisenhower administration, and secretly continues to the
present day.
When it comes to the role of the Vatican and extraterrestrial life, it is important to point out
that the Catholic Church has long played a leading role in secret diplomatic relations with
extraterrestrials, dating back at least from the post-World War II era. This has involved highlevel cooperation with the U.S. military intelligence community.
In February 1954, Cardinal Francis MacIntyre represented the Catholic Church at the first
official meeting with human-looking extraterrestrials [called “Etherians” at the time] that
occurred at Edwards Air Force Base. The meeting was described at length by a leading
metaphysical teacher at the time, Mead Layne, and is worth repeating in full:
Will Dalai Lama Join Pope Francis in Disclosing Extraterrestrial Life?
On June 14, 2017, Pope Francis joined the Dalai Lama and other world religious leaders in a
joint statement promoting friendship and unity among diverse faiths. The joint statement
emerged around the same time as claims began circulating that the Pope was involved in a
secret initiative with two other religious leaders to disclose the existence of human looking
extraterrestrials.
According to Secret Space Program insider, Corey Goode, he has received briefings from a multiple
reliable sources, that the Pope and two other religious leaders are planning to appear together
publicly alongside a human looking extraterrestrial.
An idea of how the US government may present its historic association with such visitors can be
found in a leaked 1989 Defense Intelligence Agency document. While its authenticity is disputed,
there are firm reasons to believe that it contains much factually accurate information.
There is good reason to believe that the Vatican and the Defense Intelligence Agency are covertly
cooperating in preparing the public for disclosure of the friendly human-looking extraterrestrial
visitors.
While Goode did not disclose who the other two religious leaders might be in the planned disclosure
initiative, a 2013 lecture from the Dalai Lama strongly hints that he would play a prominent role
in such an announcement.
Speaking on the topic of “Universal Responsibility and the Inner Environment” at the
University of Portland on May 9, 2013, the Dalai Lama made the following comment:
Eventually, if we receive some visitor from another galaxy come, Look: same human being.
Maybe a little different sort of shapes, but basically the same. The furthermore [it is the] same
sentient being. Respect them. Look at them. It’s the same sentient being. We can immediately
shake hands[s] if they have some sort of similar hand there, then we can shake hand[s]. If we
put too much emphasis [on] “We are human being[s] on this planet”, then someone from the
outside comes, a stranger…That creates anxiety, more fear.

The Dalai Lama’s emphasis on “sameness” or “oneness” is very significant in terms of understanding
the role he would play in shaping world opinion on visiting extraterrestrial life.
If the scenario described to Goode is accurate, then the Pope, alongside the Dalai Lama, and a
third religious leader (likely a prominent Muslim leader such as Shawki Allam, the Grand Mufti
of Eygpt, who also participated in the Unity and Friendship statement), could well soon
disclose to the world the existence of human looking extraterrestrial life.

